
Online Reputation
I can describe ways that information about anyone online can be used by others to make

judgments about an individual and why these may be incorrect

Outcome Criteria
I can use a search engine to search for information about other people and present that

information for others to read

I understand that the information I find may not be accurate

I understand that people may make judgements against others on the information that they

find

Questions To Ask
Think of all the different online sites and services you use. Gaming? Social Media? Chat?

Apps? How many of them contain information about you? 

What sort of information might they contain?

Is it the same information for every site or does it change depending on which site you are

using? Give some examples.

As well as personal information about who you are, how might what you do on these sites

give further clues about your identity? (Likes/dislikes/friends/language/behaviour etc)

Is your behaviour always the same online e.g on a game compared with a family/school Zoom

meeting?

Can that be a problem? Explain why/ why not

Can anyone else see this information other than you? 

Have you ever searched for “your name”? If you have, what comes up?

What does “private” mean?

Is the information about you on these sites always private?

What if others looked at all of the information about you across the sites you use? Would they

be able to come to any decisions about what you are like? How?
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What might that mean for you?

Can you name 3 different search engines?

Swiggle is a child friendly search engine

What categories of results will your search return?

All

News

Images

Videos

Shopping

 Maps

Why might it be useful to use different search engines?

They may return different results

 Have you ever searched for yourself?

What information did you find?

Were there many people with your name?

How do we know this information is trustworthy or accurate?

Who wrote the information?

Do they know the person in real life?

How does the author know the information is accurate?

Activity Descriptor

Can you name 3 different search engines?

Swiggle is a child friendly search engine

What categories of results will your search return?

All

News

Images

Videos
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Shopping

 Maps

Why might it be useful to use different search engines?

They may return different results

 Have you ever searched for yourself?

What information did you find?

Were there many people with your name?

How do we know this information is trustworthy or accurate?

Who wrote the information?

Do they know the person in real life?

How does the author know the information is accurate?
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I can search for information about an 
individual online and summarise the 

information found.

I can describe ways that information about 
anyone online can be used by others to 

make judgments about an individual and 
why these may be incorrect.





Discuss the different search 
engines that you know.

● Which one might you use? 
● Why?
● Which might give the ‘safest’ 

results? 
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Using at least 3 different websites, produce a report about your 
chosen ‘celebrity’. You should include things such as:

● Early life
● Achievements 
● Influences
● Significant people in their life 

Choose your information wisely and acknowledge your sources.





Swap your reports.

From what you have read, what positivity rating would 
you give the ‘celebrity’?



❖ Successful actor - one of 
highest paid actors last year.

❖ Comes across a bit aloof - 
doesn't talk much about his 
private life.

❖ Was a bit of a teenage rebel.
❖ Some recent fallings out 

with the paparazzi - took 
one of their cameras and 
threw it.



❖ Well known YouTuber.
❖ Does a lot of work for 

charity - recently donated a 
large sum of money.

❖ Outspoken - has posted a lot 
about environmental issues 
and used some aggressive 
language.

❖ Has recently been videoed 
on her phone whilst driving, 
speeding through town.



❖ Olympic athlete - represented 
GB on many occasions

❖ Passionate about health and 
fitness and has campaigned 
for increased sports in 
schools - has labelled some 
people as lazy

❖ Has been criticised for 
missing recent blood tests - 
accused of cheating.  Has not 
defended herself against 
accusations.



❖ Worked hard to get where 
he is.

❖ Likes to keep family life and 
professional life separate.

❖ Had a bit of a difficult time 
during teenage years.

❖ Hates when the paparazzi 
invades his family life - one 
of them recently took 
pictures of his children 
when asked not to.



❖ Supports a medical charity as 
a member of her family is not 
well.

❖ Passionate about saving the 
environment, particularly the 
rainforest.

❖ Was recently videoed rushing 
her family member to hospital 
- she was on the phone 
contacting the hospital when 
hands free kit broke.



❖ Didn't call anyone lazy - 
actually said that she didn't 
want children to become 
lazy.

❖ Was ill when she should 
have appeared for blood 
tests.  Had the blood test 
shortly afterwards and was 
clear of any performance 
enhancing substances.


